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Problem formulation

Threaded tension rods are widely used in construction. To some extent

tension rods are used in cyclically loaded structures like road or train

bridges, or mast.

Due to the cyclic loading the fatigue strength of the tension rods has to

be proved - in particular for the fatigue detail of the thread. For tension

members made from steel the DIN EN 1993-1-11 includes a detail

category 105 [N/mm²] without consideration of a size effect. In the

alternative proof path according to part 9 of Eurocode 3 a detail

category of 50 [N/mm²] is designated for the fatigue detail of the thread

with consideration of a size effect. This leads to the question which of

these detail category fits and if a consideration of a size effect is

necessary.

In the current norm standardization the manufacturing process of the

thread of the tension rod is left out of consideration for the fatigue

strength. Due to the fact that tension rods are generally not tempered

the manufacturing process – cutting or rolling the thread – can have a

large influence on the fatigue strength.

Experimental investigation
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Research goals for a detail category „Threaded rod“

Detail 

category

Construction 

detail
Description Size effect

Goal 1 Rolled, uncoated

Goal 4

Goal 2 Cut, uncoated

Goal 3

Rolled, hot dip galvanized

Cut, hot dip galvanized

Goal 1: Determination of the fatigue strength of tension rods made 

from structural steel with rolled threads

Goal 2: Determination of the fatigue strength of tension rods made 

from structural steel with cut threads

Goal 3: Calculation of the influence of hot dip galvanization on the 

fatigue strength of threaded tension rods

Goal 4: Determination of the size effect for threaded tension rods for 

diameters from M16 to M100


